
Building Commissioning for Demand-Side Resource
Pro rams

cquisition

Experience in demand-side resource programs to the need for of
energy conservation measures, so that expected savings can be realized. One approach to and
Imple~m~~ntJm2: cost-effective, programmatic commissioning is described. The of this approach
to several buildings participating in a DSR program for new commercial buildings and major retrofits is
discussed $ Key elements of this include for qualified COImD1SS1loulng
agents, use of standardized forms and to field test
plans, and training for building operators. indicates this commissioning process
effectively identifies and solves are further refined in response to
field ~V'f'\~ft~n("QIl

Introduction

co]rrmns:Slo:nmlghasb~ome

C01:nnlls~;10)nn,g is a of interest in
demand-side. resource circles., with pro-
gram in the commercial sector bas stories to
tell about efficient that were half as
effective as should have been because of installation
Dr()bl(~ms--~m outside air was stuck open, a sensor
that fed information to the controller was wired back-

controller was wrong, and so on.
These are some of the of commis-

can IiJAvvvi.lUI" ..

T~here are several reasons
more critical in the 10-20 years:

tlUUG1Ln2: svsten'1S have become Inore diverse--there
are many more QVQtp.nlQ with which and
installers must be 1"~1t"ll"'allhc1l""

The of a Bonneville Power
Administration program to energy in
new commercial shows that even when a
commitment is made the owner to build an efficient
bUlldUl12, energy conservation measures do not

deliver Specific examples include
economizers that did not daylight-sensing controls
that were not installed or back-up

that delivered half the capacity specified in
the HVAC and thermo-
stats that were programmed wrong ..

When deals with such problems, both the
owner and the benefit. The owner gets a i)U]UdllD2

that as which usually translates into a
more comfortable that costs less to operate. The

benefits because the risks associated with mv'estmQ
in energy in lieu of a new power plant are
reduced.

more cornplex;
COIl11Jrlls:SlOJmn.g is a vital of The
Pacific Power's DSR program for new commercial

but the scope of commissioning
to be a difficult task. To some installers

commissioning simply means their start-up
tests. At the other extreme is a definition encompassing
COInpJ.ete verification and documentation of the operation
of all building systems and Yet another
variation of commissioning focuses on occupant comfort
and indoor air quality analyses. The
focus of the process described in this
paper is the of the ECMs funded the

The defmition reflects this focus:

ae~UID:lea with less excess

costs make efficient

HVAC ~v~tenl~ are

J:Suua:ln2: codes are more energy
codes mandate reduced energy use at the same time
that health and safety codes mandate minimum venti
lation rates and air standards that tend to
result in increased energy use



Program Background

First-hand Edge as well as ample anec
dotal evidence led the DSR program developers to include
a commissioning element from the start Even with the
best of intentions, or installation details
may be overlooked, especially as a project approaches the
deadline for completion. efficient equipment and
OUlUG1Ln1Z svsten,~ should not be to save energy

are commissioned..

When the building is completed and sufficient measured
energy consumption data have the actual
performance of the is compared with the pre-
dicted performance" If the have not been realized,
the owner's obligation to repay the ECM funding is
reduced accordingly, provided the measures have been
installed and the building occupied as specified in the
contract the owner signed with the

the
goals of

toAs
n~11·81'Hlll,"",T concern is that

the DSR program & In order to do
must (1) be (2) contribute to customer
satllstalctl~on: (3) ensure that the installed ECMs deliver the
intended energy and (4) be in
order to pace with the volume of Dr()1e<~ts.

ComnlllSlSiolnln.1! is a set of prC)CedUI"eS"l
and methods involved in ~n'H'~nf"U"in

total from a state of static
installation to a state of fun order in
accordance with the intent. At the same

the . staff are instructed in
op~~ra1tloI1S and maintenance"

Initial of m
late 1989. The draft ASHRAE guidelines
were in and of the Bonneville
Power Administration's how-to document
was In some the of
COlTIml1SS:lonm2 pr()toc~OlS for a DSR program was
easier than these more approaches, because the
structure of the program to be was known. For

COrnmlSSJlOnme: costs had to be within defined
program cost-effectiveness limits because the program was
committed to the rate on the
nOJt1-piartlcllJat1m2 customers.. since CO]rnnllS~;10]nrnl2

served as the verification mechanism for installation of
certain it had to be in a timely manner
so that to the owner could be made.
'rhese real program issues set limits on the cost and time
that could be in which in tum
determined the scope of activities to be included in a

In the that was l1e"relc.nPA1_

tract to the and are the
While a CA from a network of contractors is assigned to
each of the the program management and techni-
cal team remains constant. This team takes on
res~ponsJbHttv for commissioning to
incorporate lessons learned in each of the jobs. Such a
pr()2:ramlm~ltic aPt)rO~lCn becomes a type of demonstration

a working model of the commissioning
when the utility requires commissioning

of an funded it signals to building owners the
value of commissioning in savingss Another
aa~{anlta~~e of CAs being under contract to the rather
than the owner is that remains a
separate task from construction work. The CA is free to
focus on that intent is met, without

A brief of the FinAnswer program win
to establish the context for the

Drc~ceciur~~s which are the of this paper" 'Ims pro-
gram offers and services for new
commercial than square feet and
for remodels th.at include ~'tY1!f"1j::lbni"""U lrnDlrov'emlenlts

att~ectlln2: at least 50 of the walls or
windows. Those who in the program receive

ruulOmlR: for the incremental costs of mst8.Hm2
which may include W1:nd.~:lWs. h.t",.h~11I'll"1l.r..,

HVAC 01' other measures as a pa(~ka,2e"

reduce at least ten
COlnpare;d. to state energy codes. an energy ser-

the initial investment in ~'t'1"'1I""''I.:l>'I1'''Il''''1I:Y

ImlorClvelrne'nrs is recovered from the belletlc14:lfV
The interest rate associated with this is based on
the rate and the term varies from to build-

with a maximum of 20 years~ realize a
cash flow because the total made up

of a reduced electric bill an energy service is
less than what would have without the invest
ment in energy errlCJ3enC~V

The with the owner's
the to energy conservation nn"l"\01""rnnl_

ties. The DOE-2 energy-use simulation model is used to
oe,relC)D energy estimates for apl)llc:abJie

these estimated. become the basis for
.. ,.,.,."-,,,_.~,Jliiio. limits. measure installation and start-
up, the and COJtnDllSfSlOJrn.nle:

make sure that an funded measures are installed
and at per the

deS;I2Iler:s' intent. CAs are also for
OUJU01Ln2 pe]rsonn~el in proper and maintenance of
eCUUPJmell1t so that can be maintained over the life
of the ECMs.



the possibility of being pulled. away to help with last
minute construction details ..

While this approach a heavy load on the
utility, similar effort would be required to verify that
adequate commissioning h~d been carried out under the
building owner's direction.. As the nu.mber of completed
jobs grows, there win be a basis to judge whether some of
that direct control over the commissioning process could
be relinquished. without reducing the quality of the work..

he
om

evelopment of a
issioning rotocol

current jobs, and hints, tips, and warnings to help jobs go
smoothly. CAs in tum are responsible for submitting
regular status reports of work in progress .. As appropriate,
their comments are also relayed back to the front end of
the program, where sales contacts are made and energy
modeling is done.. A final communication link occurs
when the sales staff provide feedback on the imple
mentation of commissioning procedures from their field
perspective and contact with the customer..

o issioning Protocol

The following is a summary of the commissioning
protocol in use..

ComrmS;S10nllJl2 is control work.. When
a building owner enters into an agreement to install a
specified set of ECMs and signs the contract,
a agent from a network of contractors is
assigned to on the project, the building
may be still in the design phase, or it could be under con-
struction and a few weeks from completion.. In either
case, information on the is reviewed
and a is scheduled..

The initial set of commissioning "tools" included formats
for recording the design intent (building envelope descrip
tion, lighting design, and mechanical design--design condi
tions, load calculation method, intemalload assumptions,
ventilation schedules and sizes,
intended operation, seasonal factors and per
A_.!L~io.!Ull""""", and fire and life safety requirements) and for

a field test and the results of field
measurements.. From this basis field in

with the that lessons learned
in the field would direct the

~C~rJDln1! M~~elrnJ~@ The goals of the commission-
scoping meeting are to (1) introduce the CA and the

CO]rnnllS~;lO]nmlg process to the from among the
owner's designers and contractors, (2) establish the roles
and responsibilities each of them will take, and (3) set the
schedule for the various tasks. In addition to
the owner's team and the the field sales person who
made the initial contact with the customer also attends;
and for novice the technical coordinator is
to coach them the process.

At times it is difficult to get the members of
the construction team to take the time for a But
the information exchanged at such often proves
invaluable to the owner as well as the commissioning

In one case, when a dozen had rellLlctantlv
assembled for a scoping meeting, it was discovered that
several members of the owner's team had been looking
for an opportunity to talk to each other 0 Issues they dealt
with among themselves included (1) the specifi
cations for equipment that had to be ordered immediately
and (2) making arrangements with a supplier for on~~OUl~

remote monitoring of equipme performancee When the
formal ended, the owner's team stayed on and
dealt with other issues that never seemed to the
necessary attention when were on the site
together ..

since that trwlDHl2

In prt:~paratllon for a
of

1991 "1l7r1.""ar~:'1h~._ to train a group
the coxnp()ne~nts of a were

to~~etjler into a coherent Some have been
fine-tuned since that first but the basic structure
has not ctum2ecL

One of the resulted in
to the process.. In prt~-C()mJrDlSISl(Jlmrlg

the CA defines tests to be run the installer to
that the and controls are opera-

tionaL Once these tests are and dO(~UrneILte<1,

the CA can with more detailed Such a
sequence will reduce the .chance that the CA win travel to
the site to fmd that field is Imt)os~)ible0

and
to the results· of field work.. Direct field

C!H1"~P,1I"'j"'SC!'lnn of CAs is not because of the
number of at one time and because these jobs
are across Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho,
and Utah. This the need for confidence in the CAs
who are and conscientiousness about

contact with them0 One tool for
information to CAs is a newsletter that

covers new lessons learned tnr.:>Uf;1j].



(4) ECMs whose on efficiency improve-
ments should measurements.
Examples include efficient motors, heat
recovery devices, efficient compressors, efficient
kitchen exhaust hoods, and so forth.

(3) Any that can be defeated by operator igno-
rance should trigger compilation of a section for the
operations and maintenance (O&M) manual and
training of the operators.

improper flow often influences the building operators
to make HVAC adjustments which in tum
defeat the ECM.

As mentioned above, field
experience resulted in adding a pre~-C()mJtmS:Sl(J~mrl1Z

the process. The CA is responsible for ria>t"-ni"llll~U''ll'

tests to be carried. out by installation
contractors~ Such tests serve to verify that the equipment
and controls are operationaL The CA also

for reviewing the test
functional until the

tests are satisfactorily
While this is not for aU its
inclusion will cause the CA to in an
installation and take to minimize them.

Functional Functional nj:ll."§"'trviI'''1t"'n_

is often seen as the heart of COJmIUSSilOllilljg.
CAs the process that must take

before field are guidelines on how
aPt)ro~~ch the and a recommended structure for

written No !\vo are so test
for various systems cannot be

.iLU.;;,a.va.~u.'1 the CA must ask questions and collect informa-
tion to be used to the commission-

field-test Answers to the win
have an on the final

before the job
structure for the CA to

for what must be

Outl e0 Based on the preliminary
information, the CA writes a commissioning outline.. This
document lays out the entire commissioningjob before any
work actually begins. A standard format is provided that
reQUlr4~S the information: (1) proposed schedule
for cornpl1etrruz all of the (2) roster of the commis-

team representatives from the owner's
team and the DSR program management), (3) reS'pOIlSlb~:Hl

ties to be covered by the owner's contractors,
(4) information to be supplied by the owner's design
team, system features and modes of

(6) and
While the outline is

not it is detailed to allow the COIDml1SS:lonmg
technical coordinator to review the prC~Do:sed aDt)ro~~ch and
recommend any necessary

It also n1i"'A'''li''lIAnpC!

to
done in the field.

Design Intent Documentation $ The owner's design
team is asked to supply details of the design intent
Thorough design intent documentation can serve as an
invaluable guide for commissioning worke While the
physical size of the document forms can appear rather
formidable to the architect,. or whoever is coordinating the
effort to get the information, the requested information
should be readily at hand in their own project documenta
tion. Extensive work is required only when the designers
have not been conscientious in their record-keeping.

One in ass:ernlbll_n2 the COInrnl1SS1LOnmg outline is
to decide what should be included in the scope
of is limited to funded

but in some cases the of a funded
measure is tied to t.hat of a non-funded measure in such a
way that when the latter fails it eliminates the
from the funded measure as weHo In such cases the CA
must whether it is reasonable to broaden the scope.

(1) In the case of ECMs that are to automatic
COIltr{)IS'l COlnnJllSS:lonmg must extend to the level of

Were the proper hardware COlnDCJne;nts installed and
were they installed n-rt"'l,na>1!'·h.,·j

The toHloWlDil 2:u]ldejlm~~s have been set up to
aplJfODliate limits to the scope of work:

CAs set Is the adt%1Uate to the task at hand?

the controlso (3) Are control sensors and other
hardware calibrated?

of control

all HVAC ECMs should trigger an owner...
funded and HVAC test and
balancee Often an air or water flow can
.rll1i-ll"',o>,.,,~a"ilY contribute to the defeat of an HVAC ECM.
But even where the defeat is not a direct

(4) Are control
hand?

to the task at



(5) Does system operation follow the intended control
sequence? Do the correct gross controlled actions
occur in response to the correct stimuli?

maintain appropriate set-points and schedules on a
programmable thermostat. The CA's goal is to review and
supplement training that is already provided.

A copy of the pre·-COmIInSSlonmg test prclceciur~~s and

The Final is a summary of the fun COJnm!1SS:1onm~

for a building. As such, it includes the
information:

and

and
A brief characterization of the
occupancy, mechanical

A copy of the functional n.a.1r"Tn'~'0I1l"1lr~.a. test
results of field tests;

cumentation49 In addition to status reports on work in
progress, CAs also submit two types of final reports.. An
ECM Report is completed for each measure that is subject
to commissioning. These reports indicate whether the
measure complies with the description in the
owner's agreement with the utility and whether it is
properly installed and operating as intended. non
conformance that has been observed is summarized in the
ECM Report. This report becomes the basis for
final payment to the owner for that ECM.

End-Use Monitoring and Seasoruil Testinge Field
testing usually relies on observations recorded during one
time measurements. However, in some cases continuous
measurement over an extended period of time or during
more than one season would be valuable. The primary
function of monitoring in this program is to serve as an
extension of functional performance testing, and it is
written into the field test CAs are encouraged to
consult with monitoring specialists, either on their own or
thr~DUj;lm the when monitoring plans.

The CA defines and carries out tests to determine whether
systems are operating as intended. For highly specialized
systems the installer or supplier may be brought in to help
define or carry out testing.

Possible variables for include (1) equipment
and power, to track control functions;
(2) to· track economizer or heat recovery
controls temperature, indoor,

supply and mixed and (4) computed
values such as maximum minimum
and conditional average.

effort and the

Im~P!eme:nUlLUOln of plan;

(4) A summary of the

intent aOl~Urne]lta-UOJn; and

bQllUPjmellt submittals.

Approximately 20 contractors with experience in the fields
of engineering design, air and water testing and balancing,
systems trouble-shooting, and installation com
pose the CA network. As each commissioning job is
assigned the utility provides the CA with a package of
information specific to that project; in the
commissioning technical coordinator provides oversight
and direction to the CA. The coordinator, who is familiar
with the broader context of the DSR program and has a
wide range of technical experience including commission-

and system design and trouble-shooting, is responsible
for reviewing test plans, the results of field and
reports. This guidance is critical in the

The has a few multi-channel data that are
available to as wen as some small one-function

with built-in data Additional
1f'fl"1It"1,nli"n1"1lin (V is in many their
central energy manajgelneIlt S'lVst4~ms~

Maintenance Summary and
i It is essential that the O&M staff of a know
what must be done to maintain energy efficient operation
over the life of the ECMs. Without this of
the human energy can be lost
O&M tasks take two fOffi1S* the CA
is for the most information
from the collected O&M manuals for the The
second is to that the

trained in both daily
maintenance

aa€:~quate n1l"('l~V1~.1nn for t'1l"'QlI1l"ll1l-riU'W

nt"'(,''\T1(1~J1 by the owner. The CA is respon-
for contractual agreements for

then this as necessary.
Because the program encounters such a wide range of
iJUl.iC1rruz sizes and O&M may include
an additional session at the product manufacturer's train-

for the In other cases it win
be a matter of the office manager how to

Building (;o,mnl1!SJfl!OJrllng for Demand-Side Resource Ac'au~rsi~;on prl)a~amIS - 5w 267



commissioning process on track while CAs become famil
iar with program requirements and program management
becomes familiar with each CA's performance record. As
CAs experience, the required in the
years of the program is expected. to decrease.

Most notably, developing and implementing a training
plan for building personnel in a large project has not
occurred, either because the projects are not yet to that
stage or because was the installation
contractor.

CA Qualification", Potential commissioning agents are
screened using a qualification criteria checklist. The use of
such a list for self-screening is not perfect, but it allows
program management to specify the skills and experience
CAs must have. Among the key requirements are (1) a
demonstrated ability to schedule and manage large con
struction projects; (2) control system experience, including

spe~ltlcat10]t1. and trouble-shooting; and (3) a range
of experience from among design, installation,
and troubleshooting; familiarity with instrumentation or
mOlmtonng: large building start-up; testing and

and in or utility
programs.

What Has Well~ CA has proved to be
useful not only in preparing CAs to implement the pro
cedures in the field, but also in leading program
management to think through the entire commissioning
process in some detail in preparation for conducting the
training workshop. Because there is a very specific
protocol for doing the work, the desired end-product is
unlikely without The talented professionals
with field-proven skins, report that the training is useful
in them to on track to meet program expec-
tations. intensive have proven to be an
efficient method for a lot of information to
a group of CAs.

Several standard have been for the com-
missioning program. Some, such as status and test

a discipline that would not otherwise be
there to fuUy document progress and field work. Other
standard documents that have proven successful are a
COlnml1SS:lonmg lIo.llUll"~~I~IU& a standard agenda which can be
used for CO]tm111s~;iOJninl2 seoping meetings, and the task
order a21~eeJtnelL1t used to

~~~~~~ of CAs' work is especially critical at the
beginning of the program, since it will take time for them
to understand program and objectives.
In effect, the technical oversight is an extension of
classroom the specific
included in the work are ent1orcmf! deadlines to
ensure that work is done in a manner and interven-

when the process appears to be
misdirected.

Uualltled persons must also attend a :rwrl-n"mv

tralLn1.tJUZ n,Vn'll"IIrCl~ln-n to familiarize themselves with sve:Cltlc
program and with the DrCHzr;am's pc~rSi)ec11ve

on About 20 of the time
is used to establish the context in which Co]tlUIUS~nolnmlg

takes a of the overall DSR
reportmg rec;UIJrenLleIJlts.. and contractual detaHs&

tralllli1ll2 focuses on how to get the
with time allowed for how to

the field tests and how to carry them out, and about
half that amount allotted to a discussion on

staff for maintenance and
are covered the

mana.2:em,ent personnel while the COInmlSSJIOnmg
technical coordinator takes for material
related to and ""'~1I"1I""i.T1?'UV out field work.

Experience To-Date

the number of
co]rnn1is~SiOjnirJlg process is

25 Dr(J~lects 'll".d~r1II'II1·m~·lI1nln

on with the DSR programe
carried out in ten of these
eXl)ected to start soon

!I!m~'\l~~'lt"I~11/11/~ learned from Early
Commissioning Jobs

may be viewed as a
nuisance. by building contractors with deadlines to meet,
but these face-to-face meetings have proven to be very
useful,. In one ease an issue that had already consumed
several hours of negotiation over the telephone was
readily settled. within ten minutes when all parties were in
the same room. The scoping is an for
program management both to support CAs as they estab
lish contact with the owner's team and to evaluate their
approach to the

of these has
a number of lessons about th.e process, some of

which win be discussed here. It should also be noted that
certain of this process have not been tested yet

In order to keep costs there must be
flexibility in establishing the scope of a commissioning
jobe In a office for it would
have been very expensive, and probably unnecessary, to

5,,268 '" Yoder and ........."""...."'"
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is and testing would be expen-
and very little energy savings are at then

COlnmlSSJlOnmg tests should be less detailed.

Not Wo ed Welt~ A common theme in
many of the problems encountered is lack of good com
munication. The owner's contractors frequently delay
providing the CA with the design intent document and
other necessary information because do not under
stand their importance. This results in the delay of all
subsequent commissioning tasks. One approach to resolv
ing this problem is to the field sales staff a clearer
picture of what happens during commissioning and what
the owner's obligations win be. can then include this
information in their sales when first intro-
ducing the DSR program.commissioning for

eX~LmJlle, if a

in aejrmJLD2

.n_~''''''1l1r.~,,", ECMs is also 11l'1n·nn1I"t~1i'\t

conduct detailed tests on each of the Qnll"li~nvll'il"'ll""llat.IChI'U

tan-DOlwerea boxes to be installed. To further cornpilca1te
the boxes would be installed over a

several months as tenant were made in
leased office spaces. An alternative was to check all boxes
on the first four floors that were The OUJUQJtD2

with some of this and so was
Dre~Da:rea to the of the boxes as

were installed. Since no were there
level of confidence in this and commis-

of the boxes was considered com-
If there had been a of the boxes

on the other 1100rs would have been tested as wen before
fun was on this ECM$

Building co,mnr;ls~sjOjrJjng for Demand-Side Resource AC'(jUArSltfon fJrl.)f1/''fJm,s - 5,,269



On occasion, by the time commissioning work can begin,
errors have been made that are beyond a quick fix. One
such example is a motel where through-the-wall heat
pumps were installed which were incompatible with the
intended central energy management system; since no
reasonable retrofit options could be identified, the central
controller could not be utilized. More often ECMs are
simply left out because initial design work was not
updated to incorporate all of the ECMs. To limit such
problems in future jobs, a confirmation letter is now sent
out when a new program participation contract is signed.
This informational letter, which goes to the owner and all
relevant contractors and designers, explains how the com
missioning process works and the importance of the infor
mation they will supply; it also includes a listing of the
agreed-upon ECMs. Getting CAs on the job as early as
possible also improves the chances of identifying and
solving problems.

Issues and Concerns

equipment installation. This starting schedule will continue
to change, until the best balance is achieved between com
missioning costs and lost opportunities for making neces
sary corrections to building plans.

Whole..,Building Commissioning

While the early decision to support only ECM-related
commissioning has been retained, outside questions about
the scope of commissioning are common. The key issue in
whole-building commissioning is similar to that discussed
above, namely, the wider the scope of commissioning, the
greater the cost Since whole-building commissioning
primarily benefits the owner, the program response has
been to leave that responsibility with the owner as welL
As the value of commissioning becomes more widely
accepted, the owner should be to cover the cost
for commissioning systems that are not of
the DSR programo

Recommissioning

This raises about staff turnover and the effec
tiveness of a written procedures manual to be used by the
new staff~ Also, to be effective the operations staff
must be committed to the efficient operation of the build
ing. To that end, program managements looks for oppor
tunities to commend O&M staff for a well done. Effi
cient operation should be reflected in consistently low
monthly energy bins. Alternatively, performance data may
be gathered from abuilding's energy management system
or whole-building hourly load data. Initially, recording
hourly load meters win be installed on all buildings in the
program.

The that is really known as the result of
commissioning tests is how the ECMs functioned at the
time tests were Performance one or two years
from that remains an unknown. Recommissioning is
the process of periodically the. and
repeating the tests. The
protocols discussed in this paper do not include recom
missioning. Instead is placed on operations and
maintenance training for building staff.

Payment Schedule

A number of issues have been raised regarding these com-
Some issues come out of the

t.:&v-r\&:80M&:80n("'~ of this n~l"'fll"""lll~'" DSR program and some are
other utilities as and carry out their

own cornmlssllonmg programs~

Because the program offers , an
able balance must be established between the
owner for expenses while maintaining the
financial to ensure the owner makes any neces-
sary The current allows for 50
of the cost of an ECM to be upon the owner's pre-
sentation of progress from contractors, an addi-
tional 20 on progress upon satisfactory

pre~-c()tIllrmS~SlOlmr12 tests, and the fmal 30
COJnp.letllon of functional per-

For very with time
Da,rme~nts may also be prorated on the basis

of floor area or some other estimate of the
energy value of the installed of the ECM.

Commissioning Schedule
liability

The time to a job has not
been determined~ The drawback of starting early is

that it costs moree if the CA is not assigned
until before the is completed, valuable
OP1Por'mruuc~s may be lost to review designs and specifi-
cations changes when they can be readily
made. the CA holds the scoping meeting and
starts to gather documentation one to three months prior to

Before functional performance t~sting begins, the CA gets
an authorizing signature on a form that states all equip
ment has been tested and shown to be operational and
commissioning testing can begin. form is intended. to
limit potential liability and it is used only when pre
commissioning tests are not of the job. Liability is
limited as well whenever the owner's team does the actual

5,,2]0 '" Yoder and Kaplan
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testing and equipment manipulation. On the design side,
both modelers and CAs are very careful to pass any
necessary redesign work to the owner's team. Finally,
CAs are told to thoroughly document the as-found condi
tion in addition to any problems or irregularities they
uncover. Even though the potential exists, liability has not
been a problem on any building thus far.

Development Tasks

Several development tasks have been identified that win
help to refme the commissioning procedures currently in
use.

Monitoring

For some is the best way to determine
whether are operating as intended. This is particu-

true of controls and that respond to
ambient conditions such as or light levels. To
ensure that is cost-effective and focused on
answering about ECM very
speClfllC 2llUdelIltleS need to be established. Such 2U]laejlm~~S

should include how to a collect
accurate and the data.

Plans

Rather than to field test pr()lce<1urc~s

for each of the ECMs on the modeler's standard
of from that have been COIn1J.llete~ is

established. Information from this win be
available to CAs for reference on future aSSll2IlmCents&

l:Sl[lmI8tilng Energy 1III.J'#'&!~#'&'lIIi"IIll~_ and '&..ilI'8.JSI,~liLa':ilI

ASSO~::la1Lea With {;OmnI1IS;S~Onlnla

In order to evaluate the benefits of CO]rmrllSS:lOI:un;~'!I the
energy of and made in
response to must be ~u.c;u..a"J.Jl..Vy..

Because the intent of is to have OUIIGUt12;S

that from the before-and-after
energy-use data is not available. The alternative
is to use some of calculations. Two
aPiJfO,aclles to this task have been one would

to the modeler who created the original
DOE-2 the second would assign l'espon-

for all such calculations to a design engineer with
extensive This person would select
the approach for each situation. While

anallvS1S has been done to date, the intent is to

Benefit calculations are only part of the picture--actuaI
commissioning costs are also needed. The chosen
approach has been to define a commissioning protocol and
test it on a limited number of buildings. As more jobs are
completed, the data become more representative of actual
program costs..These data will impact decisions about the
future scope and form of commissioning in this DSR
program. Decisions will seek to find a balance between
the efficiency improvements commissioning delivers and
the cost Figure 1 shows very preliminary commissioning
cost data for ten These costs are based on
projections made from the to-date billings of the CAs and
technical coordinator&CAs have billed an estimated 50
percent and the technical coordinator 75 percent of the fun
cost of these jobs. While 1 seems to indicate that

buildings are less expensive to commission on a
cost-per-square-foot basis, it is too early to draw any
conclusions * Other factors besides building size may have
a major impact on the cost of commissioning; for

the of the ECMs and the level of
CO()Oe,rat:lon from the owner's contractors roles.

A second cost issue relates to the fun cost of an
ECM. A measure may require
extensive commissioning in order to deliver savings. In
program the cost of that ECM should include
the overhead. Procedures for such
costs are

How Will We Know If We Are
uccessful?

lbe success of can be judged on several
levels. First of did it identify problems in
the The most successful commissioningjobs win
be the ones that to light the worst offenses. While
evidence so far is in favor of success, commis-

is a process, not trouble-
shooting. In O&M training can keep a
sm~oot.h.l.v ODe~ratm2 system on track.

A second test of the success of commissioning is the value
to the building owner and occupants of the repairs and
adjustments that were made in response to commissioning
findings. As discussed above, quantifying the benefits will
always be a judgment call. The difficulty increases when
attempts are made to not only electric energy and
load benefits but also occupant comfort, increased produc
tivity, and other human benefits. Thus the approach has
been to collect the anecdotes and use them as rlIl~f"lhlf"r:Ili"lII"CJJ.

evidence of program success and as tools.



Cost--$/Sq. Ft.
1.00 ...----------------------,

o Comm. Agent only

m + CA + Tech Coord.0.80 .

0.60

0.40

0.20

0.00 '---_--'--_--'-__--'--_--'-__-'--_---k-__---'

o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Building Area--1 000 Square Feet
are b?lsed on billing to-date, projected

cost estimate.)

Finally, within the DSR program, commissioning win be
successful if the cost of the program. does not exceed the
value of the resulting energy savings. Trueman estimates
that there is a 2: 1 benefit to cost ratio for commissioning,
when occupant satisfaction and productivity are factored
in. Program management is committed to reviewing the
performance of this program at the end of 1992 and
making decisions about the nature of ongoing commission
ing work.

With each commissioning job a little more is learned
about how it can best be done. The focus of this paper has
been the development of the process; sufficient experience
is just begirming to accumulate to allow an evaluation of
the impact of commissioning as a DSR program element.
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